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• 2011 International ILL Survey
• Barriers and possible improvements
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Change in International Lending
Increased Volume
• Visibility of holdings through 
online tools
• New membership in resource 
sharing networks
• Ease and speed of electronic 
delivery
Decreased Volume
• Copyright and licensing 
restrictions
• Prohibitive shipping costs




BARRIERS & POSSIBLE IMPROVEMENTS
• 20.3% don’t deliver non-returnables electronically
• 42.3% can’t supply non-returnables because of 
copyright
Copyright & Licensing Restrictions
What can we do?
• Educate ourselves about international copyright laws
• Treaty Proposal on Limitations and Exceptions for Libraries 
and Archives. Version 4.3. IFLA, 2012.
• Crews, K. “Study on Copyright Limitations and Exceptions 
for Libraries and Archives.” WIPO, 2008.
• Pilch, JT. “International Copyright: Why It Matters to 
Libraries.” Library Copyright Alliance Issue Brief, 2009.
• Maintain awareness of ALA & LCA actions and legal 
cases that could impact copyright & ILL

















What can we do?
• Overcome our hydrophobia
• Consider upgrading to expedited postal service
• Be familiar with customs requirements
• Advocate for interlibrary loan of ebooks






































What can we do?
• Consider higher charges for international requests
• Establish international reciprocal agreements
• Educate and advocate for the use of IFLA vouchers
• Advocate for an electronic conversion of IFLA 
vouchers
• See if your administrators will issue a credit card or 
if they have one you could use when needed





• Only 35.7% have lending policies posted on library web site
• 58.8% do not routinely refer requests to other lenders when 
unable to supply
Communications
What can we do?
• POST YOUR LENDING POLICIES ONLINE!!!
Locating International Publications
General Resources
• List of national and state libraries
• Karlsruhe Virtual Catalog


























• GEBAY (Bavarian State Library)
fernleihe@bsb-muenchen.de
• DEGNL (German National Library of Economics (ZBW), 
Leibniz Information Centre for Economics)
fernleihe@zbw.eu
• ZXW (SUB Göttingen)
fernleihe@sub.uni-goettingen.de
• UF# (Universitätsbibliothek Johann Christian Senckenberg)
fernleihe@ub.uni-frankfurt.de
Denmark


Japan


Japan
Asia (Japan)
• J-EAST
• J-STAGE
• Journal@rchive
THANK  YOU!
Questions? Comments?
cbaich@iupui.edu
http://delicious.com/ILLFindingAids
